Conversation on Diversity

Beyond Christmas/Hanukah/Kwanzaa: Honoring Religious Difference

Facilitated by the Religious Diversity Association

Wednesday, December 5
NOON-1:00 PM
BMU 210

The “holiday season” is upon us, but whose holidays are these? This time of year offers an opportunity to think about the religious diversity of our campus, community, and nation in a way that goes beyond the superficial inclusiveness of greeting cards and school pageants. Who are we, religiously speaking? Can we honor religious diversity without erasing real religious difference? Join student leaders of the new Religious Diversity Association for a conversation about these topics and their efforts to build a more religiously inclusive climate on the Chico State campus.

Conversations on Diversity is a series of discussions sponsored by The Center for Multicultural and Gender Studies, the Gender and Sexuality Equity Center, and the Office of Diversity and Inclusion.

For more information contact the Office of Diversity and Inclusion at 898-4764.